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By Michael Frayn

Faber & Faber. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Skios: A Novel, Michael Frayn, 'Good
God, thought Oliver, as he saw the smile. She thinks I'm him! And all at once he knew it was so. He
was Dr Norman Wilfred.' On the sunlit Greek island of Skios, the Fred Toppler Foundation's annual
lecture is to be given by Dr Norman Wilfred, the world-famous authority on the scientific
organisation of science. He turns out to be surprisingly young and charming - not at all the
intimidating figure they had been expecting. The Foundation's guests are soon eating out of his
hand. So, even sooner, is Nikki, the attractive and efficient organiser. Meanwhile, in a remote villa at
the other end of the island, Nikki's old school-friend Georgie waits for the notorious chancer she has
rashly agreed to go on holiday with, and who has only too characteristically failed to turn up.
Trapped in the villa with her, by an unfortunate chain of misadventure, is a balding old gent called
Dr Norman Wilfred, who has lost his whereabouts, his luggage, his temper and increasingly all
normal sense of reality - everything he possesses apart from the flyblown text of a well-travelled...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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